The characteristic errors of many digital imaging devices can be modelled as Poisson-Gaussian noise, the removal of which can be approached indirectly through variance stabilization. The generalized Anscombe transformation (GAT) is commonly used for stabilization, but rigorous studies regarding its unbiased inverse transformation have been neglected. We introduce the exact unbiased inverse of the GAT, show that it is of essential importance for ensuring accurate denoising, and demonstrate that our approach leads to state-of-the-art results. This paper generalizes our earlier work, in which we presented an exact unbiased inverse of the Anscombe transformation for the case of pure Poisson noise removal.
INTRODUCTION
The characteristic errors of many digital imaging devices can be modelled as Poisson-Gaussian noise, where the Poisson component accounts for the signal-dependent uncertainty inherent to photon accumulation, and the Gaussian component accounts for the other signal-independent noise sources, such as thermal noise.
While the problem of denoising images corrupted by PoissonGaussian noise can be approached by taking the noise statistics directly into account (e.g., [1] ), it can also be approached indirectly through variance stabilization. This is a three-step process, where the noisy data is first modified by applying a nonlinear variancestabilizing transformation (VST). The resulting data can be treated as Gaussian with unitary variance, and thus, it can be denoised with any algorithm designed for the removal of Gaussian noise. Finally, the desired estimate is obtained by applying an inverse VST to the denoised data.
The generalized Anscombe transformation (GAT) [2] is commonly used for stabilizing the variance of Poisson-Gaussian noise. While this transformation is well known, its corresponding exact unbiased inverse transformation has been neglected, even though it is of essential importance for ensuring accurate denoising results, as we show in this work. We introduce the exact unbiased inverse of the GAT for Poisson-Gaussian noise, and in particular, we provide results also for finite parameter values, while previous works [2] have considered only the asymptotic case. Moreover, we demonstrate that our approach leads to state-of-the-art results. This paper generalizes our earlier work [3] , [4] , in which we presented an exact unbiased inverse of the Anscombe transformation [5] and showed its importance in obtaining accurate denoising results for the case of pure Poisson noise.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some preliminaries about Poisson-Gaussian noise and about stabilizing its variance with the GAT. In Section 3, which is the core of our contribution, we discuss how to construct an exact unbiased inverse of the GAT and how it behaves asymptotically. Section 4 consists of experiments, and in Section 5 we discuss the obtained results.
PRELIMINARIES

Poisson-Gaussian noise
Letzi, i = 1, . . . , N, be the observed pixel values obtained through an image acquisition device. We model eachzi as an independent random Poisson variable p with an underlying mean valueỳi, scaled by α > 0 and corrupted by additive Gaussian noise n of mean g and standard deviationσ. In other words,
where p ∼ P (ỳi) and n ∼ N (g,σ 2 ). Thus, we can define PoissonGaussian noise as ηi =zi −ỳi.
Variance stabilization with the generalized Anscombe transformation
Assumingz is distributed according to (1), we can apply the generalized Anscombe transformation [2] f (z) =
toz in order to (approximately) stabilize its variance to unity, i.e., var {f (z)|ỳ,σ} ≈ 1. Note that for the pure Poisson case (i.e., α = 1, σ = 0, and g = 0), this coincides with the traditional Anscombe transformation [5] used for stabilizing data corrupted by Poisson noise.
The number of parameters which define the transformation (3) can be reduced significantly by simple variable substitutions
which affinely mapz to z, a random (non-scaled) Poisson variable corrupted by additive Gaussian noise of mean 0 and standard devia-tion σ. In particular, the probability distribution of z is
Thus, according to (3), z can be stabilized with the transformation
In other words, for any of the parameters α and g, we can stabilize the variance ofz by means of variable substitutions (4), followed by the transformation (6). Then, after applying an inverse transformation I of (6) to the denoised data D, we simply return to the original range by inverting (4), i.e., settingŷ = αI (D)+g. Note that (4) and its inverse are affine, so they do not introduce any bias in the estimation. Thus, in the rest of the paper, we consider only the stabilization of z, which is the observed data after the variable substitution (4), and by GAT we refer to the corresponding transformation (6) . Note that there is a particular overshoot in the standard deviation at around σ = 2 for low values of y, but it begins to settle down towards the desired value 1 as σ increases.
EXACT UNBIASED INVERSE TRANSFORMATION
Definition
Assuming the denoising of fσ(z) was successful, we may treat the denoised data D as the expected value E{fσ (z) | y, σ}. Then, the exact unbiased inverse of the generalized Anscombe transformation (6) is in fact a family of inverse transformations Iσ, parametrized by σ, that maps the values E{fσ (z) | y, σ} to the desired values E{z | y, σ}:
Since we trivially know E {z | y, σ} = y for any given y, constructing the inverse requires us to compute the values E {fσ (z) | y, σ}, analogously to how the exact unbiased inverse of the Anscombe transformation was computed in [3] . In this more general case, it is computed as
The exact unbiased inverse transformations Iσ for the parameter values σ = 0.01, 1, 2, 3 are shown in Figure 1 (c), along with the corresponding algebraic inverses of (6) for the comparison.
Asymptotic behaviour
As we explicitly construct the inverse mapping (7) only for a finite grid of values, it is also of interest to examine the asymptotic behaviour of Iσ. When the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian noise component is large, we may formulate Iσ in terms of the exact unbiased inverse Anscombe transformation I0 [3] as
Likewise, when σ is very small, we may do the same approximation.
For the detailed derivation of this approximation and analysis of its accuracy, we refer the reader to [6] .
Practical implementation
Taking into account the asymptotic result (9), and given that I0 is already available (either in accurate numerical form or as closedform analytical approximation [3] , [4] 
EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the denoising performance associated with the proposed exact unbiased inverse Iσ by considering the Cameraman (256×256) and Fluorescent Cells (512×512) test images. For both images, we scale the original image to eight different peak values (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 60, 120), and corrupt them with Poisson-Gaussian noise (σ = peak/10), as was done in [1] .
We denoise each image with the three-step variance stabilization approach explained in Section 1, using either BM3D [7] or BLS-GSM [8] as the Gaussian denoising algorithm, and inverting the denoised data with each of the following transformations: the exact unbiased inverse Iσ, the asymptotic inverse
For comparison with the direct approaches, we also denoise each image with the state-of-the-art UWT/BDCT PURE-LET method proposed in [1] . The results are presented in Table 1 , where each PSNR value is an average of ten individual denoising results (performed on ten random realizations of the Poisson-Gaussian noise).
We see that the proposed method is competitive with the UWT/BDCT PURE-LET algorithm, outperforming it in many cases, in particular when variance stabilization is combined with the BM3D algorithm, which represents the state of the art in additive white Gaussian noise removal. Moreover, there are no major declines in performance for the low-intensity cases, which demonstrates the fact that the poor performance shown in earlier works (e.g., [1] ) is not simply due to inadequate variance stabilization associated with the GAT, but mostly a consequence of using an improper inverse transformation. In particular, we see that for the low-intensity cases it is clearly not reasonable to use either the asymptotic inverse or the algebraic inverse; instead, the proposed exact unbiased inverse can be used everywhere.
Figures 2-3 present visual comparisons for Cameraman (peak = 80, σ = 3), corroborating the observed good performance of the proposed denoising method. Finally, Figure 4 shows the denoising results for a low-intensity Boat image (peak = 1.5, σ = 0.1), including a comparison of the different inverses. This clearly visualizes the previously noted importance of applying a proper inverse transformation to the denoised data.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have generalized our earlier work [3] , [4] by proposing an exact unbiased inverse of the generalized Anscombe transformation for Poisson-Gaussian noise. We showed that the denoising performance associated with this inverse, in conjunction with a state-ofthe-art Gaussian noise removal algorithm, is competitive with that of a state-of-the-art algorithm designed specifically for the removal of Poisson-Gaussian noise. Further, we observed that for low peak intensities, the performance gain obtained by using the exact unbiased inverse instead of the algebraic or the asymptotic inverse is especially significant. In other words, we showed that the poor denoising performance shown in earlier works is not simply due to the inability of the GAT to stabilize the noise variance adequately, but mostly due to applying an unsuitable inverse transformation.
For rigorous mathematical derivations and proofs concerning the results presented here, we refer the reader to our forthcoming journal paper [6] , where we also show that the exact unbiased inverse is optimal in a maximum likelihood sense, and we further introduce a closed-form approximation of this inverse.
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